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Ingrid Braenne: Common and rare genetic variants for risk of coronary heart disease
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1g0GsPUc9Ms&feature=youtu.be

Anna Dominiczak: "Oomics: What’s at the clinical horizon?"
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=urvSacc5gYo&feature=youtu.be

Ernst Rietzschel: The Asklepios study on vascular ageing
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p9PKhlMX52U&feature=youtu.be

Johan Eriksson: Fetal programming - part of the heritability of cardiovascular disease?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eBImAqfjLjI&feature=youtu.be

Mark Caulfield:

Jens Titze: Hypertension: is there a role for hypertonicity in the interstitium?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VKiIBBFxO1Y&feature=youtu.be

Adam Butterworth:

Stephane Laurent: Vascular structure and function: Beyond hypertension
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o7ORcr2h-9A&feature=youtu.be

Sarah Lewis: What can we learn from Mendelian randomisation about causal inference?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G0bQbNKI-e4&feature=youtu.be

Peter Nilsson: New guidelines in cardiovascular prevention
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Do_P-dBkkxc&feature=youtu.be

Pedro Cunha:
Oskar Hansson: Fluid Biomarkers in Alzheimer’s disease – current concepts
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L_9C-sZDaw4&feature=youtu.be

Olle Melander: Integration of genetics and plasma biomarkers for understanding of cardiovascular disease
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HK9XGNVjcj0&feature=youtu.be

Michael H Olsen: Risk prediction in hypertensive patients
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wlda_Dh7LWs&feature=youtu.be